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Stepwise Monolayer Growth of GaAs by Switched Laser Metal Organic Yapor Phase Epitaxy
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The Institute of Physical and Chem'ical Research
[,.Jako-shi, Saitama, 351-01, Japan

I ntroducti on
ffisgrowinginterestinstepwisesing1eatomiclayerepitaxyofthe
GaAs/GaAlAs system since this technique seems to be a promising candidate for
producing thin epitaxial layers and abrupt interfaces. In order to real ize
stepw'i se mono 1 ayer epi taxy (SME), a means of arresti ng depos i ti on at 100 7"

surface coverage is an essential part of the growth mechanism. Conventional
growth techniques invol ve continuouse growth, therefore SME may not be achieved
by these methods. In this,Raper we demonstrate the SME of GaAs using the
Switched Laser MOVPE (SL-M0VPE)'/ technique. Us'ing this method the ideal growth
rate of one monoatomiclayer/cycle is .real ised.
Experiment

---EF-Texi 
a I -'l ayers of GaAs were grown on Si

doped (100)+0.5- oriented n-GaAs substrates in
a low pressure reactor. The growth system 'is
shown in Fig.1. The flows of trimethylgallium
(TMG) or triethyl gal I ium (TEG) and AsH1' (207'
in H2) were switched on and off alternalely,
eacflasting for one second. In the interval
between the fl ow of source gases, the growth
chamber was purged with H2 for 1s in order to
minimize gas mixing. A cil Ar ion laser was
al so switched, with irradiation occuring at
the same time as the flow of TMG/TEG in order
to decompose the TMG/ffe and minimize the
I oca 1 temperature i ncrease by the 'irradi ati on.
Results and Discussion

-frelfroillf-Ffte 
for TMG as a function of

reci proca'l growth temperature i s shown i n
Fig.2. The growth rate is independent of the
9r;wth temperature between 365-430 oC,

remaini ng constant at one monol ayer/cycl e.
This result suggests that SME of GaAs is
achi eved i n thi s temperature region. We

bel ieve that for SME to occur by SL-MOVPE' the
growth mechanism mult involve a surface
photocatalytic react'i ont). The growth rate is
dependent on the growth temperature above 430
t. Above the temperature of 430 oC,

photocatalytic reaction is I ike'ly to be masked
by pyro I yt'i c react'i on caused by I oca I
temperature increase during I aserirradiation.
In the absence of laser irradiation, SME of
GaAs may not be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2.
It is seen from this figure that the
pyrolytic decomposition of TMG at surface Ga
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Fig. 'l . Growth system of
Switched Laser MOVPE,
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Fjg. 2. Growth rate as afunction of reciprocal
temperature.
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atoms arises at a growth temperature of 487 "C
without 'l aser irradiation and at 4?6"C with
irradiation. The temperature difference is
possibly caused by a local temperature rise qf
61 C duri ng I aser i rradi ation at 1A0 W/ cm(.
The growth rate as a function of the I aser
power is shown in Fig. 3. The growth rate is
constant at a value of J monolayer/cycle when
the laser power is between '150 W/cmz and 230
W/.cnf. I ncrease of the growth rate above Z3O
W/cnt may be attributed to a local temperature
ri se due to the 'l aser i rrad i ati on. An
es.tiqated temperature increase of 88 t at 230
W/cnc leads to- a local substrate temperature
as hlgh as 4881. This temperature js nearly
equal to the critical temperature of 487 "C ui
which decomposition of TMG occurs at surface
Ga atoms. When the source gas of TMG was used,
lower laser power was sufficient to achieve
the SME of GaAs. The growth rate of GaAs
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Fig.3. Growth rate as afuncti on of J aser power
dens i ty.
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as a function of the quantity of TMG
introduced is,shown in Fig, 4. Above a TMG
flux of 1x10-/ mol/cycle, the growth rate is
independent of the TMG flux and remains
constant at 1 monolayer/cycle up to the
highest TMG f lux examined iq our exper.iments.
Below a TMG flux of lxl0-/ mol/cycle, the
growth rate decreases non I i nearly with
decreasi ng TMG fl ux. The non J i near
dependence of the growth rate on the TMG fl ux
can be exp I ai ned by assumi ng that the
photocatalytic decomposition of TMG/TEG takes
place only at surfa.ce As atoms and does not
occur at surface Ga atoms. This simp'le model
shown in Fig. 5 satisfies the requrement for
SME. According to this model, the growth rate
of (100)-GaAs is given by,

R(nm/cyc.1 e);9.283(1-eip(-ANt/Nso)), (t)
where Nso(cm-a) is o the surface density oflattice sites, N(cm-a) the arrival rate of tUe
or TEG, and A a constant. The calculated curve
obtained by fitting a parameter is shown inFig. 4 by a broken line. Good agreement
between experi menta I and ca I cu I ated v a I ues
attests to the val idity of the model.
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Fig. 4. Growth
as a function
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rate of GaAs
of TMG flux.
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F i g. 5. Growth mode I for
stepwise monol ayer epitaxy.

In concl usion, SME of GaAs has been demonstrated us'i ng the SL-M6VPE . Agrowth model for SME has been proposed, which suggests tfrit photocatalyt.i c
decomposition of TMG/TEG occurrs only at surface As-itoms and noi at Ga atoms.
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